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Hi there i am in possession of a new huawei 45 3g mobile internet
dongle and a SONY ariel a Dv2902c with the firmware up to version
1.20130228. I have issues with it, I believe this dongle should work
fine with another android 4.3 phone, I have found a way to override
the unknown sources, but the dongle is not receiving its IP or IMEI
information with it. I have tried many different methods of trying to
update but all i get is the prompt to download the 4.3 update when it
dont need to be updated. As I am new to Android I am having issues
getting the device working, as it is not working with my gps no matter
what I try, I have tried it on a few different android 4.3 phones and
the touchscreen isnt working on any of them, even the nexus 4 still
doesnt work, if anyone has any ideas to try please let me know the
website is http://www.canadalink.com and I do not think they will be
willing to pay for it as they have had it in stock since it came out.
Thanks for any help. Hi this is Yasir from the North East of England, I
have had the Huawei dongle (UMT) supplied with my Nexus 7 for a
month now and have tried to update the dongle but can not. I have
tried to change the IP addresses and checking the updates but
nothing seems to be working. If anyone knows the answer please
help. All help will be appreciated. I have bought a Huawei 45 phone
and dongle, everything appears to work fine but I can't get the nav
app to work properly. It uses the Optinet connection for navigation
and is a Tomtom map. It works fine in the android emulator but not on
the phone itself. I have tried flashing the maps from samsung but no
joy. If anyone knows how to solve this
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has anyone figured out how to activate the wifi hotspot t-mobile
device on your pc directly without connecting it to a phone? it sounds

like this would be a one time thing but i have multiple pcs and one
laptop i would love to have this capability. i have a i have a huawei
b593u-501 router id like to get working on this unlimited t-mobile
plan, but until i can fix the tethering issue, all im getting from the

router is the excruciatingly slow speed of 512kbps. weird thing though
is that when i put my sim card in the router i can still get 50mbps on
speedtest.net but everything else is super slow. any ideas on how i

can fix this. i have the same problem i dont have any files found when
i click upload device file where the files are saved to my android

phone i can go to my phone and find the files on my phone but i cant
seem to get the phone to place it on the device file. anyone have any
advice how to do this i've tried several combinations of "combinations
of directories" below. i'm uploading what appears to be the ok garmin

file to the upload location that sportablet created for me. i've been
looking at the garmin upload data logger github site and trying to find

out what form my upload device file should take but everything
seems to assume you have a device data file ready to upload. it's not

clear to me how to get sportablet to create the garmin data file
needed to upload my device. maybe its not possible, but it would

make sense to me to have a sportablet upload device file generator
have at least a "create garmin data file" function. i was using the

laptop version of sportablet, but now i am using the apk file installed
on my android phone. i've been trying to follow the instructions for

garmin 705 & android to no avail. can you help? 5ec8ef588b
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